
Our gate designs incorporate a galvanised steel internal
frame for extra strength and durability.  This eliminates
twisting and warping which is common in other
Courtyard style gate designs.

Please note: gate fittings are
galvanised as standard, even when
posts and hinges are coated, the
fittings cannot be coated, as they are
moving parts.



Note: for Domestic Supply Only Courtyard Gates it is essential to purchase our Gate
Posts as these are designed for extra strength. If you are considering installing onto
your own posts or into brick piers we recommend seeking advice from a qualified
engineer as to the suitability, as these gates are very heavy. Consideration should be
given to weight and wind loading. When hanging gates on brick piers, we recommend
galvanised posts with extended hinges which the piers can be built around. Wooden
cladding can be supplied to cover the galvanised gate posts, to give the appearance
of wooden posts. Our Courtyard Gates are supplied manufactured for manual
operation as standard. They can be automated, but please call us to discuss your exact
requirements before ordering, as the gates have to be designed and modified in
production for automation.

Jacksons range of standard courtyard gates have been carefully designed to be the
highest quality you can find.  There are three styles: Hythe (top photo) with its gentle
upwards curved top, Rye with its level top (bottom left photo) and Sandwich, with a
slight downwards curve on the top of the gate leaves (bottom right photo). Our
designs incorporate a galvanised steel internal frame for extra strength and durability.
This eliminates the risk of gates dropping. The gates are clad with timber which
matches our Tongue’n’Groove effect panels. All timber used throughout is superior
quality Jakcured softwood guaranteed for 25 years. The gates have integral hinges
that give maximum flexibility on site. The standard sizes of gates shown below are
available to order on shorter leadtimes, but we can also design and build gates to your
specification and would be happy to provide quotes accordingly.
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We have a stock of our most popular sizes of the Hythe and the Rye gate below, for
any other style or size please ask for a quotation, with no obligation. 

Ref
278770BM m
278660BM m
278110BM m
278090BM m
079093R m
079093 m
CY/CLAD

357400BM
351900BM n

Gate Height, width and style
1.8m high x 3.1m clear opening Rye Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.6m clear opening Rye Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.1m clear opening Hythe Courtyard Gate
1.8m high x 3.6m clear opening Hythe Courtyard Gate
Galvanised post for 1.8m high Rye Courtyard Gate
Galvanised post for 1.8m high Hythe Courtyard Gate
Extra over for timber clad posts 
Mortice lock and lockable drop bolt bracket option
Stop post

Courtyard Gates
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● STOCK ITEMS m MADE TO ORDER (CANNOT BE CANCELLED ONCE ORDERED) n CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY  





Railing Panel Courtyard Gates
This unusual design takes our courtyard gates to a new dimension. The railing panel
gates have been inspired by our railing topper panels, featured on pages 12 - 13 in
this Good Fencing Guide.  They also combine metal and wood to great effect.
As you can see these gates have an attractive panel inset in the top third of the gate’s
leaves, and in this case optional black powder coated posts. Simple yet effective collar
motifs on alternate bars add an elegant touch.

By popular demand from some of our customers in the Chester area this gate is also
available with heavy round wooden pales in the top section. We call this version the
Cestrian gate, please ask us for details.

Cathedral Courtyard Gates
Cathedral courtyard gates also combine timber and metal to great effect. The unusual
shaped apertures that are in the top part of the gates are ideal for framing views and
give the gates an elegant concave shaped top when they are closed.  They are
supplied with galvanized and black powder coated gate post as standard. 

Please ask for a quotation for either of these gates to fit your driveway or entrance.

In addition to the standard timber clad courtyard gates, we have developed these very
popular variations, using our steel know-how, by creating decorative steel insets in
the  gates. All timber used throughout is superior quality planed finish tongue and 
groove style infill Jakcured softwood, guaranteed for 25 years, with galvanised fittings
for an extra long life.

Please note gate fittings are galvanised as standard, even when posts and hinges are
coated, the fittings cannot be coated, as they are moving parts

Our Courtyard Gates are supplied manufactured for manual operation as standard.
They can be automated, but please call us to discuss your exact requirements before
ordering, as the gates have to be designed and modified in production for
automation.

Railing Panel &
Cathedral Gates
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